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Object Pose: The Link between Weak Perspective,Paraperspective, and Full Perspective 1To appear in International Journal of Computer Vision, volume 22, NO. 2, 1997Radu Horaud, Fadi Dornaika,Bart Lamiroy, and St�ephane ChristyGRAVIR{IMAG & INRIA Rhône-Alpes655, avenue de l'Europe38330 Montbonnot Saint-Martin, FRANCEAbstract { Recently, DeMenthon & Davis [4], [5] proposed a method for determining the pose ofa 3-D object with respect to a camera from 3-D to 2-D point correspondences. The method consistsof iteratively improving the pose computed with a weak perspective camera model to converge, atthe limit, to a pose estimation computed with a perspective camera model. In this paper we givean algebraic derivation of DeMenthon and Davis' method and we show that it belongs to a largerclass of methods where the perspective camera model is approximated either at zero order (weakperspective) or �rst order (paraperspective). We describe in detail an iterative paraperspective posecomputation method for both non coplanar and coplanar object points. We analyse the convergenceof these methods and we conclude that the iterative paraperspective method (proposed in this paper)has better convergence properties than the iterative weak perspective method. We introduce a simpleway of taking into account the orthogonality constraint associated with the rotation matrix. Weanalyse the sensitivity to camera calibration errors and we de�ne the optimal experimental setupwith respect to imprecise camera calibration. We compare the results obtained with this method andwith a non-linear optimization method.Keywords { Perspective n-point problem, object pose, weak perspective, paraperspective, cameracalibration, extrinsic camera parameters.1This work has been supported by the Esprit programme through the Basic Research Project \SECOND" (Esprit-BRA No. 6769). R. Horaud acknowledges partial support from the University of Bern, Institut fur Informatik undangewandte Mathematik, where he was a visiting scientist during July 1994.
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1 IntroductionRecently, DeMenthon & Davis [4], [5] proposed a method for determining the pose of a 3-D objectwith respect to a camera from 3-D to 2-D point correspondences. The method consists of iterativelyimproving the pose computed with a weak perspective camera model to converge, at the limit, toa pose estimation computed with a perspective camera model. To our knowledge, the methodproposed by DeMenthon & Davis is among one of the �rst attempts to link linear techniques,associated with the weak perspective camera model, with non-linear techniques, associated witha perspective camera model. Indeed, on one side, linear resolution methods can be used butthe solution thus obtained is just an approximation and, on the other side, non linear resolutionmethods lead to a very accurate solution but proper initialization is required.One possibility could be to use a robust numerical method to perform the non linear minimiza-tion that is initialized with the solution obtained by a linear method. However, there are severaldrawbacks. First, such an approach does not take into account the simple mathematical link thatexists between the perspective model and its linear approximations. Second, the linear approxi-mation may be quite faraway from the true solution and a large number of iterations would berequired before the non-linear minimization process converges to a stable solution. For example, asit will be described below, a non-linear method requires 10 times more iterations than the methodof DeMenthon & Davis and than the method described in this paper.The perspective projection is modelled by a projective transformation mapping the 3-D pro-jective space to the 2-D projective plane. Weak perspective is just an a�ne approximation of fullperspective. More precisely, it may well be viewed as a zero-order approximation: 1=(1 + ") � 1.Paraperspective [1] is a �rst order approximation of full perspective: 1=(1+") � 1�". The methodproposed by DeMenthon & Davis starts with computing the pose of an object using weak perspec-tive and after a few iterations converges towards a pose estimated under perspective. The methodis very elegant, very fast, and quite accurate. It is however limited to situations where the weakperspective approximation is valid. If the object is close to the camera and/or at some distanceaway from the optical axis then the pose algorithm of DeMenthon & Davis either converges veryslowly (100 iterations rather than 5 to 10) or it doesn't converge at all.In this paper we show how the initial method proposed in [4] and [5] may be extended toparaperspective. More precisely, we describe a method for computing object pose with a paraper-spective model and we establish the link between paraperspective pose and perspective pose. Weshow that the case of a coplanar set of object points is somehow more complex than the case ofa non coplanar set of object points and we describe a method which can deal with both cases.We show both theoretically and experimentally that our method has better convergence propertiesthan the method proposed by DeMenthon & Davis. Moreover we introduce a simple computationalway of taking into account the orthogonality constraint associated with the 3�3 matrix describingthe orientation between the 3-D object and the camera. Indeed, the linear pose algorithms usingweak perspective and paraperspective do not guarantee that this matrix is orthogonal. The or-thogonalization method that we describe below computes the best rotation in close form using unitquaternions. This orthogonalization method considerably increases the accuracy of the method atthe cost of very few extra computations. We characterize the best experimental setup that allowsone to compute a precise pose even in the presence of camera calibration errors. Finally we pro-vide a comparison between the results obtained with this method and the results obtained with a2



non-linear minimization method [15], [16].1.1 BackgroundThe problem of object pose from 2-D to 3-D correspondences has received a lot of attention bothin the photogrammetry and computer vision literatures. Haralick et al. [10] cites a German dis-sertation from 1958 that surveys nearly 80 di�erent solutions from the photogrammetry literature.Various approaches to the object pose (or external camera parameters) problem fall into 2 distinctcategories: closed-form solutions and numerical solutions.Closed-form solutions may be applied only to a limited number of correspondences [8], [11],[6]. Whenever the number of correspondences is larger than 4 then closed-form solutions are note�cient any more and iterative numerical solutions are necessary [19], [13], [10]. These approachesare, in general, very robust but they converge towards the correct solution on the premise that agood initial estimate of the true solution is provided. Phong et al. [16] describe a method thatuses trust-region optimisation and that is less sensitive to initialisation than other minimizationmethods. However, the method of Phong et al. performs well for a relatively large number ofcorrespondences. Whenever the number of correspondences is between 3 and 10, then the trust-region minimizationmethod either requires a large number of iterations or doesn't converge towardsthe correct solution. From a practical point of view, it is important to have available an object posealgorithm which doesn't necessarily require a large number of correspondences and which doesn'tsu�er from the limitations that are inherent to closed-form methods.The method recently proposed by DeMenthon & Davis [4], [5] requires an arbitrary numberof point correspondences. The 3-D points must be in general position (i.e., non coplanar) andthere should be at least 4 point correspondences. The method is fast and it is robust with respectto image measurements and to camera calibration errors. However, the object pose algorithm assuggested by DeMenthon and Davis has convergence problems if the object is too faraway fromthe optical axis of the camera | a limitation that can be overcome as explained farther in thispaper. The method of DeMenthon & Davis was extended to the case of a coplanar set of points byOberkampf, DeMenthon, and Davis [14] and by DeMenthon [3].1.2 Paper organizationThe remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briey recall the perspectivecamera model and two possible approximations of this model, weak and paraperspective. Section 3describes the iterative weak perspective algorithm as it has been proposed in [5]. Section 4 de-scribes the new iterative paraperspective algorithm that we propose as well as how to computethe object pose from a paraperspective approximation. Section 5 provides details for solving thelinear equations associated with pose computation in the case of both non coplanar and planarsets of object points. Section 6 analyses the convergence of both the iterative weak and paraper-spective algorithms and Section 7 shows how to improve the pose algorithms using a simple andstraightforward formulation of the orthogonality constraint. Section 8 analyses the sensitivity ofboth algorithms with respect to camera calibration errors, and Section 9 provides an experimental3



comparison of the two methods described in this paper together with a comparison of these meth-ods with a non-linear minimization method. Section 10 shows many examples of application ofpose computation. Finally, Section 11 provides a discussion and gives directions for future work.2 Camera modelsWe consider a simple setup, as depicted on Figure 1. We denote by Pi a 3-D point with coordinatesXi, Yi, and Zi in a frame that is attached to the object { the object frame. The origin of this frameis the object point P0. An object point Pi projects onto the image in pi with camera coordinatesxi and yi and we have (Pi is the vector from point P0 to point Pi):xi = i �Pi + txk �Pi + tz (1)yi = j �Pi + tyk �Pi + tz (2)These equations describe the classical perspective camera model where the rigid transformationfrom the object frame to the camera frame is:T = 0BBBB@ iT txjT tykT tz0 0 0 1 1CCCCA =  R t0 0 0 1 !The relationship between the camera coordinates and the image coordinates may be easily obtainedby introducing the intrinsic camera parameters:ui = �uxi + uc (3)vi = �vyi + vc (4)In these equations �u and �v are the vertical and horizontal scale factors and uc and vc are theimage coordinates of the intersection of the optical axis with the image plane.We divide both the numerator and the denominator of eqs. (1) and (2) by tz. We introduce thefollowing notations:� I = i=tz is the �rst row of the rotation matrix scaled by the z-component of the translationvector;� J = j=tz is the second row of the rotation matrix scaled by the z-component of the translationvector;� x0 = tx=tz and y0 = ty=tz are the camera coordinates of p0 which is the projection of P0 { theorigin of the object frame, and� "i = k �Pi=tz. 4
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Figure 1: This �gure shows the general setup. One of the object's point is selected as the origin ofthe object frame. Therefore, the pose parameters are the coordinates of this object point (P0) inthe camera frame and the orientation of the object frame with respect to the camera frame.5



We may now rewrite the perspective equations as:xi = I �Pi + x01 + "i (5)yi = J �Pi + y01 + "i (6)These equations may also be written as in [5]:xi(1 + "i) � x0 = I �Pi (7)yi(1 + "i)� y0 = J �Pi (8)Whenever the object is at some distance from the camera, the "i are small compared to 1. Wemay therefore introduce two approximations of the perspective equations: weak and paraperspec-tive. One can �nd a geometric description of these projections in [17].2.1 Weak perspectiveWeak perspective assumes that the object points lie in a plane parallel to the image plane passingthrough the origin of the object frame, i.e., P0, e.g., Figure 2. This is equivalent to a zero-orderapproximation: 11 + "i � 1 8i; i 2 f1:::ngWith this approximation, eqs. (5) and (6) become:xwi � x0 = I �Pi (9)ywi � y0 = J �Pi (10)In these two equations xwi and ywi are the camera coordinates of the weak perspective projection ofthe point Pi. By identi�cation with eqs. (7) and (8) we obtain the relationship between the weakperspective and the perspective projections of Pi:xwi = xi(1 + "i) (11)ywi = yi(1 + "i) (12)These equations allow us to determine the quality of the weak perspective approximation withrespect to the perspective projection. Indeed the error between the weak perspective projectionand the \true" projection is: �xw = jxwi � xij = jxi"ij (13)�yw = jywi � yij = jyi"ij (14)Hence the quality of the approximation depends both on the value of "i and on the position ofthe point in the image. We consider for example a 512�512 image. Approximate values for the6
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Figure 2: This �gure shows p0, pi { the perspective projections of two object points, P0 and Pi,and pwi , ppi { the weak and paraperspective projections of Pi. The quality of the paraperspectiveprojection depends on the angle between the line of projection of Pi and the line of projection ofP0. Similarly, the quality of the weak perspective projection depends on the angle between the lineof projection of Pi and the optical axis.intrinsic parameters are: �u = �v = 1000 and uc = vc = 256. Therefore using eq. (3) and (4) wehave: 0 � xi ; yi � 0:25The lower bound corresponds to the point of intersection of the optical axis with the imageplane (xi = yi = 0). The upper bound corresponds to the image borders:xi = ui � uc�u = 512 � 2561000 � 0:25We conclude that for small distance/size ratios, i.e., large values for "i, the weak perspectiveapproximation is still valid provided that the object lies in the neighbourhood of the optical axis.2.2 ParaperspectiveParaperspective may almost be viewed as a �rst-order approximation of perspective. Indeed, twoapproximations are needed in order to obtain the paraperspective camera model. With the approx-imation: 11 + "i � 1 � "i 8i; i 2 f1:::ng7



we obtain the paraperspective projection of Pi, e.g., Figure 2:xpi = (I �Pi + x0)(1� "i)� I �Pi + x0 � x0"i= i �Pitz + x0 � x0k �Pitzwhere the term in 1=t2z was neglected. There is a similar expression for ypi .Finally, the paraperspective equations are:xpi � x0 = i� x0 ktz �Pi (15)ypi � y0 = j� y0 ktz �Pi (16)In order to obtain the relationship between the paraperspective and the perspective projections ofPi we can write these equations as follows:xpi = x0 + I �Pi � x0"iypi = y0 + J �Pi � y0"iAgain, by identi�cation with eqs. (7) and (8) we obtain the relationship between the paraperspec-tive and the perspective projections of Pi:xpi = xi(1 + "i)� x0"i (17)ypi = yi(1 + "i)� y0"i (18)As in the previous section, we can easily estimate the error between the paraperspective andperspective projections: �xp = jxpi � xij = j(xi � x0)"ij (19)�yp = jypi � yij = j(yi � y0)"ij (20)Whenever an object point Pi is far from the optical axis then the weak perspective modelis a poor approximation. However, a proper choice of the origin, i.e, P0, and the use of theparaperspective model can compensate and provide a good approximation even if "i is not small.3 From weak perspective to perspectiveIn order to solve the pose problem, DeMenthon & Davis [5] noticed that eqs. (9) and (10) aresimilar to eqs. (7) and (8) for which the "i are set to 0. They conclude that:� Whenever the "i are �xed (not necessarily null) the pose equations (7) and (8) become linearin I and J. A solution can be found if at least 4 object points are provided (see Section 5).8



� It is possible to solve eqs. (7) and (8) iteratively by successive linear approximations.In this case the pose algorithm proposed in [5] starts with a weak perspective camera model andcomputes an approximated pose. This approximated pose is improved iteratively as follows:1. For all i, i 2 f1:::ng, n � 3, "i = 0;2. Solve the overconstrained linear system of equations (7) and (8) which provides an estimationof vectors I and J, i.e., Section 5;3. Compute the position and orientation of the object frame with respect to the camera frame:tz = 12  1kIk + 1kJk!tx = x0 tzty = y0 tzi = IkIkj = JkJkk = i� j4. For all i, compute: "i = k �PitzIf the "i computed at this iteration are equal to the "i computed at the previous iterationthen stop the procedure, otherwise go to step 2.While iterating, the above algorithm replaces the actual image coordinates xi and yi (which areperspective projections of a 3-D point) with xi(1 + "i) and yi(1 + "i), which are weak perspectiveprojections of the same 3-D point. A geometric interpretation of this algorithm can be found in[3], [5].4 From paraperspective to perspectiveIn this section we provide a generalization of the above algorithm to deal with the paraperspectivecase. We consider again the perspective equations (7) and (8) and let us subtract the paraperspectiveterm from both the left and right sides of these equations. We obtain:xi(1 + "i)� x0 � x0 1tzk �Pi| {z }"i = 1tz i �Pi � x0 1tzk �Piyi(1 + "i)� y0 � y0 1tzk �Pi| {z }"i = 1tz j �Pi � y0 1tzk �Pi9



These equations can be written more compactly as:(xi � x0)(1 + "i) = Ip �Pi (21)(yi � y0)(1 + "i) = Jp �Pi (22)with: Ip = i� x0 ktz (23)Jp = j � y0 ktz (24)One may notice that when all the "i are null, the perspective equations above { eqs. (21) and(22) { become identical to the paraperspective equations { eqs. (15) and (16).As in the weak perspective case, we have now a linear method for computing the pose witha paraperspective model and an iterative method to compute the object pose with a perspectivemodel by successive paraperspective approximations. More precisely, the pose parameters can bederived from Ip and Jp as follows.First, one may notice that: kIpk2 = (i� x0 k) � (i� x0 k)t2z= 1 + x20t2zand: kJpk2 = 1 + y20t2zWe therefore obtain: tz = 12 0@q1 + x20kIpk + q1 + y20kJpk 1A (25)and: tx = x0tzty = y0tzSecond, we derive the three orthogonal unit vectors i, j, and k. From eqs. (23) and (24) weobtain: i = tz Ip + x0 k (26)j = tz Jp + y0 k (27)The third vector, k is the cross-product of these two vectors:k = i� j= t2z Ip � Jp + tzy0 Ip � k� tzx0 Jp � k10



Let S(a) be the skew-symmetric matrix associated with a 3-vector a and I3�3 be the identitymatrix. The previous expression can now be written as follows:(I3�3 � tzy0 S(Ip) + tzx0 S(Jp)) k = t2z Ip � Jp (28)This equation allows us to compute k, provided that the linear system above has full rank.Indeed, the 3�3 matrix A: A = I3�3 � tzy0 S(Ip) + tzx0 S(Jp)is of the form: A = 0B@ 1 c �b�c 1 ab �a 1 1CAIts determinant is always strictly positive:det(A) = 1 + a2 + b2 + c2Therefore, one can easily determine k using eq. (28) and i and j using eqs. (26) and (27).The "i can now be easily computed as before and the pose algorithm becomes:1. For all i, i 2 f1:::ng, n � 3, "i = 0;2. Solve the overconstrained linear system of equations (21) and (22) which provides an estima-tion of vectors Ip and Jp, i.e., Section 5;3. Compute the position (tx, ty, and tz) and orientation (i, j, and k) of the object frame withrespect to the camera frame as explained above in this Section;4. For all i, compute: "i = k �PitzIf the "i computed at this iteration are equal to the "i computed at the previous iterationthen stop the procedure, otherwise go to step 2.5 Solving the linear equationsBoth the weak perspective and paraperspective iterative algorithms need to solve an overcon-strained linear system of equations, namely eqs. (7), (8) (weak perspective) and eqs. (21), (22)(paraperspective). In matrix form these equations can be written as:P|{z}n�3 I|{z}3�1 = x|{z}n�1 (29)P|{z}n�3 J|{z}3�1 = y|{z}n�1 (30)11



where P is a n � 3 matrix formed by the 3-D coordinates of n vectors P1 : : : Pn. Since the pointP0 is the origin of the object frame, this matrix can be written as :P = 0BB@ X1 Y1 Z1... ... ...Xn Yn Zn 1CCAIn order to solve for these linear equations one has to distinguish two cases: non coplanar andcoplanar sets of object points.5.1 Non coplanar object pointsIf the object points are not coplanar, the rank of P is 3 and therefore the solutions for I and J(and equivalently for Ip and Jp) are simply given by:I = (P TP )�1P T xJ = (P TP )�1P T yOne may notice that the pseudo-inverse of P can be computed o�-line and hence the estimation ofI and J is particularly e�cient.5.2 Coplanar object pointsIf the object points are coplanar then the rank of P is 2 and the above solution cannot be consideredanymore. We consider the plane formed in this case by the object points and let u be the unitvector orthogonal to this plane. Vectors I and J (and equivalently Ip and Jp) can be written as asum of a vector belonging to this plane and a vector perpendicular to this plane, namely (see [3],[14] and Figure 3): I = I0 + � u (31)J = J0 + � u (32)By substituting these expressions for I and J into eqs. (29) and (30) we obtain:P I0 = xP J0 = yThese linear equations can be solved provided that the following additional linear constraints areused: u � I0 = 0u � J0 = 012



Thus we obtain solutions for I0 and J0 as follows.I0 = (P 0TP 0)�1P 0T  x0 !J0 = (P 0TP 0)�1P 0T  y0 !With P 0 de�ned by: P 0 =  Pu !Obviously, the rank of P 0 is equal to 3.
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kJpk2 = 1 + y20t2zIp � Jp = x0y0t2zBy eliminating tz we obtain two constraints:Ip � Jp = x0y01 + x20 kIpk2Ip � Jp = x0y01 + y20 kJpk2By substituting in these expressions Ip and Jp given by eqs. (31) and (32) we obtain:I0 � J0 + � � = x0y01 + x20 (kI0k2 + �2)I0 � J0 + � � = x0y01 + y20 (kJ0k2 + �2)And �nally, by eliminating � we obtain a biquadratic equation in one unknown:A �4 + B �2 + C = 0 (33)With: A = a2 � gB = 2 a2d � g d + e� 2 a cC = a2d2 + c2 � 2 a c da = x0y01 + x20b = x0y01 + y20c = I0 � J0d = kI0k2e = kJ0k2g = 1 + y201 + x20In order to study the number of real roots of eq. (33) we substitute �2 by t:A t2 + B t+ C = 0We examine the signs of the roots of this equation. Therefore we have to examine the sign of theirproduct, i.e., C=A. We have:CA = f(x0; y0; c; d)= �x20y20 d2 � (1 + x20)2 c2 + 2x0y0(1 + x20) c d1 + x20 + y20= �(x0y0 d � (1 + x20) c)21 + x20 + y2014



Therefore, the value of C=A is either negative or null. Therefore there are one positive (or null)root and one negative (or null) root for t. Hence there are two real roots for � { a positive one anda negative one { and two imaginary roots.
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iteration we retain both solutions while at the next iterations we retain only one solution { thesolution which is the most consistent with the data. At convergence we obtain two solutions for theorientation of the planar object: one solution associated with the \left" branch of the search treeand another solution associated with the \right" branch of the search tree (see Figure 5). Amongthe �nal two solutions, one of them is generally closer to the image data than the other. However,if the orientation of the planar object is close to the orientation of the plane of symmetry, theambiguity remains and the algorithm provides two solutions.
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Figure 5: A binary tree search for selecting the best object pose when the object points are coplanar.6 An analysis of convergenceIn order to analyse the convergence of these algorithms (sections 3 and 4) we consider again eqs.(7) and (8): xi(1 + "i) � x0 = I �Piyi(1 + "i)� y0 = J �Pi16



as well as eqs. (21) and (22): (xi � x0)(1 + "i) = Ip �Pi(yi � y0)(1 + "i) = Jp �PiBoth these sets of equations describe the full perspective projection. The �rst ones allows toexpress the pose problem in terms of an iterative weak perspective algorithm while the secondones allows to express the pose problem in terms of an iterative paraperspective algorithm. FromFigure 2 and Section 2 we have:� x0 and y0 are the camera coordinates of p0, the perspective projection of P0;� xi and yi are the camera coordinates of pi, the perspective projection of Pi;� xi(1 + "i) and yi(1 + "i) are the camera coordinates of pwi , the weak perspective projection ofPi;� xi(1 + "i) � x0"i and yi(1 + "i) � y0"i are the camera coordinates of ppi , the paraperspectiveprojection of Pi;Therefore, if good estimates for "i (i 2 f1:::ng) are available, then the perspective pose problemis reduced to solving an overconstrained set of linear equations. These equations provide a solutioneither for I and J or for Ip and Jp from which a pose may be easily calculated. However, in practiceit is rather di�cult to provide such estimates. Hence, one has to use a heuristic. The simplestheuristic is to initialize the values of "i to zero and to use either the iterative weak perspective orthe iterative paraperspective algorithms.We consider the �rst one of these two algorithms and let "?i be the true values that the algorithmis supposed to compute. Therefore, at the �rst iteration, one attempts to solve in a least-squaresense a linear set of equations of the form:8>>>>><>>>>>: ...I �Pi = xi � x0J �Pi = yi � y0...The pose thus computed is just an approximation since one uses xi and yi instead of xwi and ywi .Therefore the \pose errors" are proportional to the following \projection errors":�wi = kpi � pwi k2= (x2i + y2i )j"?i j2If these projection errors are large, the linear least-square solution provided by the �rst iter-ation of the algorithm will be rather di�erent than the true solution and convergence cannot beguaranteed. DeMenthon & Davis noticed that the iterative weak perspective algorithm convergeswith values as large for "?i as 1, provided that the object lies in the neighbourhood of the optical axis.17



Indeed, when the object is close to the optical axis, the camera coordinates of its projections, xiand yi, are small (the origin of the camera frame lies onto the optical axis) and they compensatefor the large values of "?i .In theory, the iterative paraperspective algorithm is able to deal with con�gurations where theweak perspective algorithm diverges. Indeed, in the case of paraperspective, the projection errorsare: �pi = kpi � ppi k2= ((xi � x0)2 + (yi � y0)2)j"?i j2= kpi � p0k2j"?i j2Whenever one wants to use the paraperspective camera model, the choice for p0 (and hencefor P0) is crucial. The best way to choose p0 is to compute the center of gravity of all the imagepoints and to select the image point which is the closest to this center of gravity. Hence, xi � x0and yi � y0 will be small and they will compensate for large values of "?i . Therefore, the iterativeparaperspective algorithm is likely to converge for those con�gurations where the weak perspectiveone diverges. Notice that if the point p0 thus computed lies in the vicinity of the optical axis thenthe paraperspective and weak perspective models will yield the same results.7 The orthogonality constraintThe algorithms described so far are linear and in the general case (non coplanar object points) theydon't guarantee that the matrix describing the orientation of the object frame with respect to thecamera frame is a rotation matrix. This matrix is formed by the three row vectors iT , jT , and kT .These vectors are updated at each step of the pose algorithms and we want to compute a rotationmatrix from these three vectors. In other words, we seek a rotation matrix R which veri�es:R0B@ iTjTkT 1CAT = I3�3This expression can be written as: Ri = e1Rj = e2Rk = e3where ei is the ith column of the identity matrix. The solution is given by the rotation matrixwhich minimizes the following criterion:minR 3Xi=1 kRvi � eik218



where vi is either i, j, or k. It is well known that this minimization problem has a closed-formsolution [7]. Indeed, if the unknown rotation is represented by a unit quaternion q, then theminimization problem can be written as a quadratic form:minq (qTBq)where B is a 4�4 symmetric, semi de�nite, and positive matrix. Therefore, the quaternion q whichminimizes this quadratic form is the eigen vector associated with the smallest eigen value of B.One may notice that two vectors, i.e., i and j are su�cient for computing the orthogonal matrix R.8 Sensitivity to camera calibrationSo far we assumed that the camera is calibrated, which means that the intrinsic camera parametersare known, i.e., eqs. (3) and (4). It is well known that camera calibration is di�cult and that thecamera parameters vary a lot. In this section we analyse the sensitivity of the pose algorithms thatwe just described with respect to variations of the intrinsic camera parameters.We consider the equations associated with full perspective. By combining eqs. (3) and (4) witheqs. (7) and (8) we obtain: ui(1 + "i)� u0 � uc"i = �uI �Pi (34)vi(1 + "i)� v0 � vc"i = �vJ �Pi (35)When a camera is calibrated, relatively stable values may be obtained for the horizontal andvertical scale factors �v and �u while the image coordinates of the optical center, uc and vc canvary with up to 10% of their nominal values [18], [7]. By inspecting the previous equations it iseasy to notice that the inuence of uc and vc is weighted by "i. For any object point Pi, "i is theprojection of the vector P0Pi onto the optical axis, divided by the z-component of the displacementvector t.If the object is too far from the camera, the inuence of uc and vc can be neglected but one needsto detect image points with great accuracy. If the object is too close to the camera, the inuenceof uc and vc becomes quite large. Therefore, in practice, the object should be at a distance fromthe camera that is roughly 5 to 10 times the size of the object. In that case the values of "i will bebetween 0.1 and 0.2 and the error on uc and vc will be scaled down by a factor of 5 to 10. Theseremarks are validated by experimental results as reported in the next section.9 ExperimentsIn this section we study the performances of the iterative weak and para perspective algorithms.Two types of performances are studied:� the precision of pose as a function of position and orientation of the object with respect tothe camera in the presence of image and/or camera noise, and19



� the convergence of the iterative pose algorithms as a function of position and orientation ofthe object with respect to the camera.In the �rst class of experiments (precision) we compare the results obtained with three algo-rithms: the two linear algorithms described above and a non-linear algorithm [16]. In the secondclass of experiments (convergence) we compare the two linear algorithms. In both classes, thesimulated object is a con�guration of four points (tetrahedron), such that the three line segmentsjoining the reference point to the other three points are equal and perpendicular to each other.For each experiment we �x a number of positions of the object with respect to the camera andfor each such position the object is rotated at 1000 random orientations. These experiments arerepeated for various levels of image and/or camera noise. The rotation matrices de�ning these 1000orientations are computed from Euler angles chosen by a random number generator in the range[0; 2�]. The position of an object with respect to the camera is described by the translation vectorfrom the center of projection of the camera to the origin of the object frame. More quantitatively,we compute the error between the theoretical pose and the pose computed by an algorithm. Foreach position we plot the average of this error over all the 1000 orientations. The pose errorsare: orientation error and position error. The orientation error is de�ned as the rotation anglein degrees required to align the coordinate system of the object in its computed orientation withthe coordinate system of the object in its theoretical orientation. The position error is de�ned asthe norm of the vector which represents the di�erence between the two translation vectors: thecomputed one and the theoretical one, divided by the norm of the second vector. The horizontalcoordinates of all the following plots represents the z-component of the translation vector scaledby the object size.Figure 6 shows the variation of the error in orientation in the presence of image gaussian noiseas a function of the ratio between the distance to the camera and the object size, where theobject size has been �xed to a constant value. The three curves in this �gure correspond to theiterative paraperspective algorithm (solid line), the iterative paraperspective algorithm with theorthogonal constraint described in Section 7 (dotted line) and to the non-linear algorithm describedin [16] (dashed). The iterative weak perspective algorithm yields a curve that is identical to theparaperspective one. Figure 7 shows the variation of the relative error in position in the presence ofimage gaussian noise as a function of the ratio between the distance to the camera and the objectsize. The solid line corresponds to the iterative weak and paraperspective algorithms (identicalbehaviour) and the dashed line corresponds to the non-linear algorithm. In both cases (Figure 6and Figure 7) the image data has been perturbed with gaussian noise with a standard deviationequal to 1 pixel.Figure 8 shows the variation of the error in orientation as a function of the distance to the cam-era scaled by the object size. The di�erence between this �gure and Figure 6 is that here we addeduniformly distributed noise to the intrinsic camera parameters. Namely the coordinates of theoptical axis in the image frame were perturbed with uniform noise in the interval [�15%; +15%].The behaviour of the iterative paraperspective algorithm (solid line) is the one predicted by equa-tions (34) and (35) { the e�ect of an inacurate center of projection vanishes as the object is fartheraway from the camera. For short distances the non-linear algorithm (dashed line) is more acuratethan the iterative paraperspective algorithm. 20



Figure 6: Error in orientation as a function of depth in the presence of image gaussian noise. Thesolid line corresponds to the iterative paraperspective algorithm, the dotted line corresponds to theiterative paraperspective algorithm combined with the orthogonal constraint, and the dashed linecorresponds to a non linear algorithm.
Figure 7: Error in position as a function of depth in the presence of image gaussian noise. Theiterative weak and paraperspective algorithms have the same behaviour (solid line) while the nonlinear algorithm (dashed line) performs slightly better.21



If we combine camera noise and image noise, then we obtain two other curves shown on Fig-ure 9. Uniform pixel noise in the interval [�0:5; +0:5] has been added to the data. The iterativeparaperspective algorithm (solid line) has a minimum for a distance/size ratio equal to 10. This isconsistent with the theoretical predictions of Section 8. We conclude that the optimal behaviourof the iterative pose algorithms occur when the distance between the object and the camera is 5to 10 times the size of the object. In the presence of both camera noise and image noise, the nonlinear algorithm (dashed line) performs better than the linear algorithm.
Figure 8: Error in orientation as a function of depth in the presence of camera uniform noise.The behaviour of the iterative paraperspective algorithm (solid line) is compared with a non linearalgorithm (dashed line).We compare now more thoroughly the two iterative pose algorithms. More precisely we studythe convergence of these algorithms. We performed the following kinds of experiments. The �rstkind is meant to compare the number of iterations needed by each one of these algorithms toconverge to the theoretical solution. In order to take into account the e�ect of the o�set from theoptical axis, we constrain the origin of the object frame to belong to a �xed line of sight. Theobject o�set can now be de�ned as the angle between this line of sight and the optical axis. Foreach such o�set and for each position (depth) we randomly selected 1000 di�erent orientations andwe run both algorithms for each such position and orientation. We plot the average value of thenumber of iterations over all the 1000 random orientations.Figures 10 and 11 show the number of iterations as a function of depth - more precisely, thedistance from the object to the camera scaled by the object size. The lines with squares correspondto the weak perspective algorithm, the lines with triangles correspond to the paraperspective al-gorithm. These �gures correspond respectively to two o�sets, 23o and 30o. On an average, theparaperspective algorithm converges 2 to 3 times faster than the weak perspective algorithm.22



Figure 9: Error in orientation as a function of depth in the presence of camera and image uniformnoise. The iterative paraperspective algorithm (solid line) has a behaviour that di�ers from thenon-linear algorithm (dashed line).The second kind is meant to compare the rate of convergence of each one of these algorithmsfor small distance/size ratios. Figures 12 and 13 show the percentage of the convergence of bothalgorithms as a function of depth. These �gures correspond respectively to two o�sets, 30o and35o. As studied above in the paper, the weak perspective algorithm has an optimal behaviourwhen the object is either quite far from the camera or close to the optical axis. In theory, theparaperspective algorithm does not su�er from the o�set limitations (see �gures 10, 11, 12 and 13).For example (Figure 13), when the distance from the object to the camera is 1.4 times the size ofthe object, the paraperspective algorithm has always converged (solid line with triangles) while theweak perspective algorithm has converged only in 76 % of the con�gurations.10 ExamplesThe iterative algorithms proposed in this paper have been applied to a number of images. For exam-ple, Figure 14 shows the image of a polyhedral object to be located (top-left) and its wireframe rep-resentation (top-right) whose position and orientation with respect to the camera has been roughlyhypothesized. Both the image and the model are described by a network of straight lines and junc-tions which are matched using a method similar to the one described in [9]. Using this technique,10 junctions were correctly matched (middle). The �rst iteration of the algorithm found a \parap-erspective pose" (bottom-left). After only three iterations the algorithm correctly determined theposition and orientation of the polyhedral object with respect to the camera (bottom-right).The second example, i.e., Figure 15 illustrates a situation where only 4 junctions have been23



Figure 10: Speed of convergence as a function of depth, the o�set is equal to 23o (triangles:paraperspective, squares: weak perspective).

Figure 11: Speed of convergence as a function of depth, the o�set is equal to 30o (triangles:paraperspective, squares: weak perspective). 24



Figure 12: Rate of convergence as a function of depth, the o�set is equal to 30o (triangles: parap-erspective, squares: weak perspective).

Figure 13: Rate of convergence as a function of depth, the o�set is equal to 35o (triangles: parap-erspective, squares: weak perspective). 25



matched corresponding to coplanar model vertices (top). The �rst iteration found an approximatedpose (bottom-left) and after 3 iterations the algortihm converged to the correct pose (bottom-right).In both examples the iterative paraperspective algorithm converged after 0:7� 10�3 seconds ona Sun/Sparc10.The third example illustrates the behaviour of the linear and non linear algorithm with 4coplanar object points, e.g., Figure 16 and Table 1. As one may easily notice, the iterative para-perspective algorithm is faster (both in term of number of iterations and CPU time) than theiterative weak perspective algorithm. The non-linear algorithm was initialized with the solutionobtained by using a paraperspective model, i.e., the pose computed at the �rst iteration of theiterative paraperspective algorithm.Method Number of iterations CPU time (ms)It. weak persp. 10 4.3It. parapersp. 5 2.9Non linear 91 65.3Table 1: A comparison of the performance of the three algorithms. The computer being used is aSun Sparc10/51.The fourth example illustrates the behaviour of the iterative paraperspective and non linearalgorithms as a function of the number of point correspondences. As in the previous experimentwe are interested by the speed of convergence of the algorithm and by the computation time.Figure 17-left shows the image of a scene and 11 points that correspond to the vertices of apolyhedral object. Figure 17-right shows the pose found for this object using these 11 points andthe iterative paraperspective algorithm.Table 2 summarizes the results obtained with a varying number of point correspondences.11 DiscussionIn this paper we proposed an extension to paraperspective of the iterative weak perspective posealgorithm developped by DeMenthon & Davis [4]. We established a link between perspective, weakperspective, and paraperspective camera models. We described a linear method for computingobject pose with a paraperspective model and an iterative algorithm which computes pose with aperspective model by successive paraperspective approximations.We studied, both theoretically and experimentally, the convergence of the iterative weak andparaperspective algorithms. We showed that, on an average, the latter algorithm requires 2.5 timesless iterations than the former algorithm. Moreover, when the object is relatively close to the cameraand at some distance from the optical axis, then the chance of convergence of the paraperspectivealgorithm is higher than the chance of convergence of the weak perspective one. Because it requires,on an average, less iterations, the iterative paraperspective algorithm is more time-e�cient thanthe iterative weak perspective algorithm. Of course, if the experimental conditions are such that26



Figure 14: An example of applying the iterative paraperspective algorithm to a non coplanar setof point correspondences. 27



Figure 15: An example of applying the iterative paraperspective algorithm to a set of 4 coplanarpoint correspondences.
28



Figure 16: The four image dots correspond to a coplanar set of object points. Because the objectis farther away from the optical axis, the iterative paraperspective method performs better in thiscase than the iterative weak perspective method.

Figure 17: It takes 1.47 miliseconds on a Sun-Sparc10/51 to compute the pose in this case withthe iterative paraperspective algorithm. 29



Iterative paraperspective Non linearNumber of points N. of iterations CPU time (ms) N. of iterations CPU time (ms)4 5 0.87 114 87.55 5 0.95 67 58.76 6 1.02 66 68.07 5 1.06 66 72.58 6 1.12 58 70.59 6 1.33 82 108.610 6 1.38 78 117.411 6 1.47 78 123.6Table 2: A comparison of the iterative paraperspective and non linear methods as a function ofthe number of points. One may notice the large number of iterations required by the non linearmethod for 4 point correspondences.the image center of gravity of the set of points is near the optical axis then the weak perspectivemodel should be prefered.We showed that both algorithms (iterative weak and paraperspective) can take advantage of asimple orthogonality constraint associated with the rotation matrix of the object pose.Moreover, we compared the accuracy of the results obtained with these iterative linear algo-rithms with the results obtained with a non-linear one. The former algorithms are much fasterand almost as precise as the latter, especially when the orthogonality constraint mentioned aboveis being used. However, in the presence of noise the performances of the iterative linear methodsdegrade faster with increasing noise amplitude than the non linear method. This is due to thefact that non-linear minimization numerical techniques are much more robust to noise than linearalgebraic techniques.Whenever speed is an important concern, iterative linear pose methods should however beprefered. Indeed, the iterative linear algorithms described by DeMenthon and Davis [5] and inthis paper are one hundred times faster than the non-linear algorithms { this feature allows one toinclude these iterative linear techniques in real-time vision and robotics applications [12].It is interesting to notice that the iterative linear techniques described here are able to deal withthe problem of reconstruction from multiple views [2]. Indeed, attempts have been made to solvethe multiple view reconstruction problem using either an approximated (linear) camera model ora projective (non-linear) camera model, but no attempts have been made to properly establish alink between these two classes of algorithms.References[1] Y. Aloimonos. Perspective approximations. Image and Vision Computing, 8(3):177{192, Au-gust 1990. 30
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